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Wulfs Xcellsior X252X
BD: 4/6/10 ■ Homo PLD

Wulfs Xtractor X233X
BD: 4/8/10 ■ Homo PLD

Wulfs Sirloin 3172S X Wulfs Missive 2258M (LVLS Polled Black Jack)
CED BW WW YW MA SC Doc REA Marb MTI
10 -1.3 41
84 30 0.3 26
0.56 0.05 45

Wulfs Titus 2149T X Wulfs Myrlene 2332M (Cole Wulf Hunt)
CED BW WW YW MA SC Doc REA Marb MTI
9
2.6
68
118 24 0.6 26
0.77 0.02 53

Wulfs X-Cellerate 0157X
BD: 4/13/10 ■ Dbl PLD ■ Dbl BLK

Wulfs Xotic Accent 0429X
BD: 4/6/10 ■ PLD ■ Dbl BLK

SAV Net Worth 4200 X Wulfs Royalty 5078R (Hunt Mr Jock 44J)
CED BW WW YW MA SC Doc REA Marb MTI
6
1.2
61
124 30 N/A 26
0.21 0.43 62

WZRK Primestar 861P X Wulfs Myrlene 2332M (Cole Wulf Hunt)
CED BW WW YW MA SC Doc REA Marb MTI
13 0.3
63
118 23 0.2 30
0.65 0.14 55
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Value-Added Beef
Programs Work
Two years ago when I sat down to write
this letter, we had just witnessed one of the
largest economic and commodity market
free falls most of us had ever seen in our
lifetime. Back then, we suggested when
the dust settled from the economic
turmoil, it would be agriculture that
would lead us out of the mess.
The months we spent in the trough
were a real test of our hope and courage
and we wondered when the good times
would be back. Through good oldfashioned faith, persistence and
perseverance we pulled through and it
looks like ag is going to make an attempt
to get this country back on track. It seems
like most of us would always take a bit
more money, but I really believe that for
many of us, it’s the cause or purpose that
drives us as much as the pursuit of wealth.
After all, what is nobler than being part of
an industry that provides food for a
growing world?
Our cattle feeding operation is alive
and well. In 2010 we marketed over
20,000 fed cattle, most of which are from
our bull customers. Nearly two-thirds of
these cattle were fed for the export market,
mainly Japan and the European Union. We
want to thank many of our rancher feeder
calf suppliers for qualifying their calves for
these value-added programs that included
naturals, NHTCs and source-and ageverified. If you are interested in learning
more about these programs, please give us
a call. The more cattle we get exported, the
higher the cattle market will reach, and if
we can do this while creating opportunities
for everyone in the production chain, it is
a win-win.
(Continued on page 6)

WULF OPPORTUNITY
SALE of 2011
23rd Annual Production Sale

March 25, 2011
12 Noon ■ At the farm ■ Morris, MN

300+ Bulls & 60 Females
Including our NWSS Reserve Grand Champion
Carload Bulls & People’s Choice Pen of Bulls

Wulfs Wingtip X451W
BD: 4/8/09 ■ Homo PLD ■ Dbl BLK
Wulfs Realtor 1503R X Wulfs Pleasure 4251P
(JCL Lodestar 27L)
CED: 6 BW: 5.1 WW: 61 YW: 115 MA: 17
SC: 1.1 Doc: 24 REA: 0.54
MARB: 0.08 $MTI: 52

Wulfs Xacto 7303X ■ BD: 4/4/10
Wulfs Unabridged 6093U X Wulfs Torey 7303T
(Wulfs Kudos 5519K)
CED: 10 BW: 3.6 WW: 58 YW: 101 MA: 30
SC: 1.0 Doc: 30 REA: 0.65 Marb: 0.02
$MTI: 49
(Sale offering, continued on page 5)

Wulf Relationship Increases Market Options for H&T Bies Cattle Co.
—by Dixie Russell, Graphic Arts of Topeka, Inc.
How does one increase the value of a beef operation? Run it like a business, while keeping multiple
marketing options open. H&T Bies Cattle Company
has marketing options available to them because
they’ve chosen to use consistent, proven Wulf genetics; take an active role in information documentation and sharing; have a valuable relationship with
Wulfs; and use sound management with attention to
detail. These sound business components have
helped create consistent success for the Fairburn,
South Dakota commercial cow-calf operation.
H&T Bies Cattle Company has been using Wulf
genetics since 1979, when Harold Bies purchased
his first Wulf bull at the Black Hills Stock Show in
nearby Rapid City. Harold’s son, Travis Bies, states it
simply, “Wulfs keep improving their herd. And, that’s
my goal—to keep improving mine. When you’ve got
leaders in the industry who continuously improve
their herd, then it can only help ours.”
Nestled near the Black Hills of western South
Dakota, the operation’s 1,100 head of LimousinAngus cross cows graze on both deeded land and Forest Service land. H&T is a true Bies family operation.
The partnership consists of Harold and wife Judy, and
son Travis along with wife Deanna. Harold and Judy’s
daughter, Donna and husband Dean Klapperich, assist with ranching operations, too, along with Travis
and Deanna’s kids. The ranch was recently recognized
as a runner-up for the North American Limousin
Foundation’s prestigious Commercial Producer of the
Year Award at the National Western Stock Show.
H&T produces alfalfa and native grass mix hay.
They purchase a protein supplement to feed in the
wintertime and also purchase any grain when they
background their calves.

All-Natural Niche Market
Wulf’s consistent, proven genetics have allowed
H&T to pursue the all-natural niche market. Through
careful genetic selection for high maternal and
growth EPDs, H&T is still able to wean a heavy calf in
late September, even without growth implants. By following strict all-natural management protocol, this
provides them access to a specific, value-added market. Routine vaccinations are still administered, but
no implants or antibiotics. Travis explains, “We believe we have to get the most dollars out of every calf.
Managing our calves the all-natural way is just one
more marketing tool to try and increase their value.”
Depending on the market situation, H&T sometimes
sells their steers on Superior Livestock in June or July
for fall delivery weighing 645-650 lbs. after weaning.
They have also sold their just-weaned calves direct
to feeders, including Wulf Cattle Company. H&T has
also retained ownership and partnered with Wulfs.
By choosing not to implant, Travis also believes it
provides marketing options for the calves’ next
owner. “I’d rather offer the feeder the opportunity to
market the cattle different ways. Sometimes, they
might be able to contract the cattle into the all-natural
market and get them into a premium situation. Or,
they can implant the cattle once they receive them. If
I implant the cattle right away, I’m cutting out marketing strategies for those who feed the cattle.”
The heifer calves are weaned at the same time as
the steers, but are retained on the ranch and backgrounded for 60-90 days. This not only enables H&T
to spread their marketing window, but it allows them
to thoroughly select their replacement heifers and
check for docility. “You can’t outguess the market,
but just splitting up the marketing helps us reach different markets. When you’re sorting through that
large of a group of heifers for replacements, it gives
us more time to see what we have and see how they
behave in a lot.”

Information Exchange

H&T Bies Cattle Co. understands the value of marketing options and how they contribute to the success and longevity of
a ranch. Travis Bies and his daughter, Hailey, work together
on the family operation.

More information translates into more premiums.
H&T understands the value of information at marketing time as they rigorously document their cow herd’s
genetic and health records. They also age and source
verify their calves each year using IMI Global’s verification system. In addition, H&T is certified for the
non-hormone treated market (NHTC), qualifying
their cattle to sell into the European Union. Selling
their calves with this verified information has enabled
them to receive premiums. And, the paperwork hasn’t been too much trouble for H&T. The ranch has an
intensive individual cow identification program. “All
information is electronically recorded every time cattle are ran through the chute and we’re able to keep
track of what’s going on with each cow.”
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Although H&T is pursuing some less traditional markets,
many of the ranch’s tasks are done the old-fashioned way.
Harold Bies and ranch team members work calves each
spring on the commercial cow-calf operation.

The documentation has allowed H&T to manage
their cows more efficiently by ridding the herd of underperforming cows. “If a cow is consistently weaning a lightweight calf, then we can kick her out of our
program. And, if a cow’s been having quite a few
health problems, then she has to go.”
When Jerry purchases H&T cattle, valuable feedlot
and carcass data is collected by Wulfs and shared with
Bies, who, in turn, records it with the individual cows’
records and uses it during genetic selection time. Jerry
sometimes provides genetic consultation on how H&T
can improve their results each year. “Since we don’t
feed cattle ourselves very often, we rely on Jerry to review the data. I’ll call him and we’ll go over the reports
and he gives me his opinion on how they performed.
Sometimes, Jerry will mention a certain type of bull
that might help fix a certain problem.”
“About a year ago, Jerry and I were talking about
a high maternal bull. Jerry understands we raise all
our own replacement females and the maternal side
is very important to us. Jerry suggested bulls that had
good docility and would produce good maternal
traits, yet still put a lot of good muscle into the calves,”
to help with weaning and yearling weights. All of this
information is used during genetic selection time.
H&T values the amount of industry experience
Wulfs bring to the table. “They don’t just sell bulls,
they’re involved in all segments of the industry. They’re
always trying to open up new markets—domestic and
foreign.” Recently, Jerry alerted Travis to another premium opportunity for his operation—the Global Animal Partnership (GAP) program. “We discussed
completing the livestock handling training course, that
would add a $5 per head premium on our cattle sold
through Jerry.” IMI Global administers the training
and the H&T team plans on becoming GAP certified
soon so their spring 2011 calf crop can qualify.

Added Cow Value
As a way to increase revenue for their operation,
H&T became a cooperator herd for Wulfs. Last year,
H&T identified 112 cows that became recipients for
Wulf embryos. Basically, Wulfs rent H&T’s cows and
Wulfs own the calves. H&T completes the synchronization at their own cost and calves out the cows.
H&T is guaranteed a premium above market price
for each live calf delivered the following September.

Wulf Limousin Bull Retirement Program

Added Bull Value
New in spring 2010, Wulfs started a successful
bull retirement program. Wulf bull customers are
paid a premium to retire their herd sire. H&T took
advantage of this customer service by selling six bulls
at the end of their useful life cycle through the program in March 2010. Due to the number of bulls they
sold, they received a $250 premium per bull. “We
were taking a trailer to Wulfs anyhow to haul back
our new bulls that we were going to buy at the sale.”
Once they arrived, their retirement bulls were
weighed, H&T shared health information, and
Laura’s Lean and American Foods representatives offered their prices. Then, Wulfs paid a premium in
addition to that market price be used as sale credit.
If H&T hadn’t marketed their bulls through Wulf’s
bull retirement program, “… we just would’ve sold
them at the local sale barn and sold them for market
price only, missing out on the premium.” Having a
solid relationship with Wulfs and finding value in
every part of their beef business has helped H&T increase revenue and decrease risk.

Careful Genetic Selection Process
The main focus at H&T is selling more pounds of
feeder cattle and high maternal traits. Because 90% of
H&T’s bulls come from Wulfs, their herd is proof cattlemen can achieve both with their operation. “If I
was just raising feeder cattle and buying my cow herd,
then I’d just select a high growth bull and get as many
pounds as I can. But, since we’re raising our own
herd and keeping replacements, the maternal side is
just as important as putting pounds on calves.” H&T
looks at a balanced portfolio when selecting bulls—
mothering ability, calving ease, birth weight, weaning
weight and yearling weight EPDs. They also use Wulf’s
customer friendly bull selection index, study the EPDs
and use visual appraisal. They’ll go through the catalog and rank bulls according to the index and then
rely heavily on visual appraisal once they get to the
sale. Typically, the bull selection process is a team effort amongst Harold, Judy, Travis and sister Donna.
Since H&T cows calve in open pastures mid-Jan-

Get paid a premium to retire your herd sire!
Bring your used Wulf herd bull to the ranch in
Morris, MN on March 24-25. Wulfs have a certified scale at the ranch. We will have two buyers in
attendance that like to buy Limousin bulls—
Laura’s Lean and American Foods. Laura’s Lean
Beef will buy 20 month natural bulls (bulls guaranteed not to have any antibiotics for the last 20
months) and Cradle to Grave bulls (guaranteed
no antibiotics the bull’s entire life). American
uary through late March, and the ranch has a limited
amount of labor, a lot of emphasis is placed on calving ease and birth weight EPDs. Their genetics have
proven to create easy calvers, even for their 150-200
spring-calving heifers. H&T calves out the cows and
heifers in a close pasture so they can be pulled into
the lot if necessary.

Relationship Adds Value
The Wulf-Bies relationship has allowed H&T to
access multiple marketing outlets, increasing the
profit picture for the commercial cow-calf operation.
“Honesty and trust are a Wulf family tradition when
doing business with customers. And, they’re always

Foods will buy all bulls that meet current USDA
withdrawals for all animal health products.
Wulfs will add an additional premium to the
value of the retired bull.
■ 1-4 bulls = $200 per bull
■ 5-9 bulls = $250 per bull
■ 10+ bulls = $300 per bull.
Laura’s Lean and American Foods will pay
Wulfs for your bulls. You will receive full value
plus the premium to be used as sale credit
at Wulf’s Opportunity Sale of 2011 on Friday,
March 25.
As an option, you can call during sale week
(after March 21) to get a bid estimate on
your bulls.
looking for ways to make their customers more profitable. If a bull customer makes money on their
calves, then they’re going to come back and spend
money with that seedstock producer. There’s a lot of
‘bull sellers’ out there. But, there’s only certain ones
helping their breed and their industry like Wulfs.”
Managing H&T as a business has allowed the operation to be profitable and provides the next Bies
generation the opportunity to continue the operation
some day. “Some people say agriculture is a ‘way of
life’. I look at it as a business. The ‘way of life’ doesn’t make the money. When you run your business
soundly, the ‘way of life’ comes along with it.”

Opportunity Sale & Seminar
Broadcasted on Superior Livestock
Wulf’s Opportunity Sale will again be broadcasted
on Superior Livestock’s website (not RFD-TV). You can
watch the sale via internet broadcast at www.superiorlivestock.com. You can place bids through conference
calling. PLEASE CALL AHEAD BEFORE SALE DAY to preregister for conference call bidding at 800-431-4452.
You can visit www.superiorlivestock.com to view
the video of the sale cattle three weeks prior to the sale.
If you have trouble viewing the video, please give us a
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call at 320-392-5802.
DVDs clips of all the sale lots will be available upon
request one week prior to the sale. Give us a call and
we will mail you one.
The “Wulf Limousin Farms Educational Forum”
seminar will also be broadcasted on Superior Livestock. Log onto www.superiorlivestock.com to view the
seminar live.

Wulf’s Feed Efficiency Update
Almost every industry publication, of recent, reports on the value of feed efficiency, the importance
of high to moderate heritability and the obvious economic benefit to everyone involved in raising beef,
from cow-calf producer to the feeder. An early research report, Sierra Foothill Research and Extension Center, University of California, Davis, 2004,
explains it best:
“Profitability depends on keeping costs to a
minimum without sacrificing production or quality. Feed represents about 2/3 of costs of beef production, so more efficient conversion of feed
should be a priority. Residual feed intake is the
best available measure of efficiency, because it is
independent of level of production; moreover, RFI
is moderately to highly heritable, and will respond
to genetic selection. Selection for reduced RFI in
growing animals should reduce feed costs for beef
cattle in all stages of life, including the cow herd.”

We have collected RFI data on more than 300
bulls, steers and heifers at three separate facilities.
RFI data has been collected from cattle on test at
Green Springs Bull Test, Nevada, MO, Hays Beef Development, Diagonal, IA, and the University of Minnesota. Table 1 compares the average feeding
results of Wulf cattle to the British-cross commercial cattle at the University of Minnesota feed test.
We are also analyzing the importance DNA profiles and ongoing research with Pfizer Animal Genetics. We will continue to use independent
resources to collect feed efficiency data and DNA
profiles.
The beef industry continues to find its place in a
global market. As those markets evolve, our ability to
supply cattle to fit global marketing opportunities will
largely depend upon production efficiencies. Feed efficiency and the use of DNA profiles represent the next
generation in genetic evaluation. We remain commit-

ted to assisting the beef industry as new technology
develops.
As it becomes available, we will provide reliable
information to our customers. RFI information will
be available on many of the bulls featured in our
2011 sale catalog.
University of MN, Rosemount, MN
Individual Feeding Data
Wulf Limousin Cattle vs. Commercial Crossbred Cattle
Cattle on feed for 174 days• Fall 2009 - Spring 2010

Item

Initial Body Weight, lbs
Final Body Weight, lbs
Average Daily Gain, lbs
Dry Matter Intake, lbs/day
Feed Conversion
Dressing Percent

Wulf

RAxHERF
commercial cattle

667
1375
4.07
20.4
5.01
64.4

607
1293
3.94
21.0
5.33
61.9

RFI Averages of Wulf Sires With Minimum of 4 Head

Docility! It’s #1 at Wulf Limousin
Raising registered Limousin cattle for 40 years,
we have become real students of not only Limousin
but the seedstock business. Tracking bloodlines,
measuring traits and recording data has been the
norm. What we do with that data through planned
matings, sire and replacement female selection and
marketing is what makes the difference.
While watching many different fads and trends
come and go in the past 40 years, several things have
remained constant. At the top of Wulf Limousin’s list
has been and always will be Docility. People up and
down the beef production chain do not want to deal
with nervous cattle. Not only are they harder to manage, but production is also hindered, as are efficiency,
gains and carcass quality to name a few.
We would like to reflect for a minute on the
progress we have made. Wulfs were selecting for
Docility long before the EPDs came along. In 1990
when NALF implemented the Docility Scoring System,
we quickly adapted and made it part of our data col-

lection. Each calf crop, both bulls and heifers, are
given a docility score. These scores are submitted to
NALF and this data goes into the Docility EPDs. The
flighty or aggressive cattle are sent to the feedlot and
are not sold or kept as breeding stock.
Genetic selection works, and great improvement
has been made in the breed; going from a base Docility EPD of 0 in 1990 to a +17.65 in 2010. The Wulf
Docility EPD strides are even more profound, rising
to a herd average of 22, which is more than 5 points
above the breed average for current dams of 20082010 born calves and ranks in the top 20% of the
breed.

Perhaps it is a past experience or possibly perception of Limousin Docility that has kept you from
using Limousin recently. We invite you to give us a try
and check out the difference in Docility after 40 years
of selection.
The average Docility EPD of the bulls selling in
Wulfs Opportunity Sale of 2011 is +24 ranking in the
top 20% of the breed and 81% of the Wulf cattle offered are above the breed average. There is a difference. Give us a call or better yet, come and visit and
see, we will be glad to talk about it.

WULFS SALE BULLS EPDs VS. BREED AVERAGE EPDs
CEM

SC

STAY

DOC

CW

REA

Wulf 9.8 1.2 50.0

CED BW

WW

92.6 23.9 5.4

YW

0.5

21.8

24.1

32.3

0.74

-0.06 0.03 46.6

NALF 7.7 1.8 42.9

80.2 20.9 4.1

0.4

18.1

16.4

19.7

0.49

-0.08 -0.04 42.5
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MA

YG

MARB $MTI

(Sale offering, continued from page 1)

Schedule
of Events
(held at Wulf Sale Facility)

Thursday, March 24
Afternoon
View Sale Cattle
NWSS Reserve Champion Carload of Limousin Bulls

5:30 PM
Supper

The 10 head had an average birthdate of April 7, 2010; an average weight of 1,024 pounds; and an
average WDA of 3.7 pounds. Sires represented in the group were Wulf's US Army General 5093, ENGD
Unbridled 832U, Wulf's Unabridged 6093U, Wulf's Realtor 1503R, WZRK Primestar 861P, Wulf's Titus 2149T,
and Wulf's Noble Prize 3861N.

7:00 PM
Wulf Educational
Seminar, “Partnerships,
Verification & Enhanced
Revenue Opportunities”

Friday, March 25
11:00 AM
Lunch
Noon
Wulf’s “Opportunity
Sale of 2011”

NWSS People’s Choice Pen of Three Limousin Bulls
Division 4 winner had an average birthdate of April 7, 2010; an average weight of 1,048 pounds; and an
average WDA of 3.8 pounds. Wulf's Sirloin 3172S and Wulf's Titus 2149T sired the group.
(adapted from 1.21.11 NALF press release)
(Sale offering, continued on page 8)

Wulf Limousin Farms Educational Forum
Thursday, March 24, 2011 • 7:00 PM
“Partnerships, Verification & Enhanced Revenue Opportunities”
Introductions: Jerry Wulf, General Manager, Wulf Limousin Farms
Approximately 75% of all Wulf’s fed cattle are processed through Tyson Fresh Foods®. Wulfs are committed to continuing
to develop and facilitate relationships benefiting customers and taking advantage of a value-added marketing system. A variety
of verification processes provide significant opportunities to reward producers for a higher quality, higher valued product.

Moderator: Brad Brandenburg
Packer: Brad Brandenburg, Director
of Cattle Procurement, Tyson Fresh Foods
As Director of Cattle Procurement, Brad is
responsible for working with cattle feeders and
producers interested in supplying the food
chain with a high quality end product. Brad’s
career spans more than 31 years in the meat
processing industry, originally with Iowa Beef
Processors (IBP) now Tyson Fresh Foods.
Brad will discuss the past, present and future of
marketing beef from the packer’s perspective. He
will present the historical picture of

predominantly commodity marketing through
the evolution of a value-based marketing system.
Brad will conclude his presentation looking
forward to the global opportunities of natural
and niche markets, requiring various levels of
verification and trace back to the ranch of origin.
Packer: Kent Harrison, Vice President
of Marketing and Value Creation,
Tyson Fresh Meats, Dakota Dunes,
South Dakota
Kent has 17 years of food industry experience
with Tyson Foods and Cargill, Ltd. The Fresh
Meats Division of Tyson Foods is the largest mar5

keter of fresh beef in the world and a major force
in the fresh and processed pork industry.
Retailer: Representative,
Whole Foods Market (not confirmed)
• Value-added opportunities through
specialized markets
Third Party Verification:
John and Leann Saunders,
IMI Global
• USVerifiedTM Natural (highest level of
verification) automatically meets USDA’s new
NeverEver3 Program requirements.

Add Value

(Value-Added, continued from page 1)

We are excited about our seminar this
year on March 24 (see page 5). Brad
Brandenburg, who has spent 31 years
with IBP, now Tyson Fresh Meats, will
head up the panel that will span the beef
chain from the ranch to the consumer.
Brad will give us a look into the past along
with a peak into the future of the beef
industry as he sees it. Kent Harrison,
Director of Beef Sales with Tyson, along
with personnel from Whole Foods Stores,
will be telling us what they expect of us
as ranchers and of our product they
are marketing.
This insightful seminar should help us
all bridge the gap from the ranch to the
consumer while exploring relationships
that will enhance opportunities for us in
the future.
Our bull retirement program was a big
success last year and is back by popular
demand. See page 3 for details.
We are excited about the bull offering
this year. We think the quality runs deeper
this year than ever before. Feel free to stop
by Wulf Farms anytime and see for
yourself. Otherwise, we look forward to
seeing all of you on March 24 and 25.
Have a safe journey and call if we
can help.
Kind Regards,
Jerry Wulf

to Your Feeder Cattle

Wulfs continue to procure Limousin feeder cattle
for specific markets. Here’s multiple opportunities to
add value to your calves.

Age & Source Verified
• Cattle can be natural or commodity
• Ranch must be audited by a third party and
have auditable calving records
• Calving records can be individual or group
• Wulfs are working with AgInfoLink as a
USDA process verified third party verification
company

Non-Hormone Treated Cattle (NHTCs)
• Cattle cannot have implants or any kind
of hormones
• Animals that have been treated with antibiotics
are still eligible for NHTCs

• Ranch must be audited annually by a third
part verification company. Wulfs use
IMI Global.
• Cattle cannot be sold though a sale barn
• A paper trail with a tag manifest must
accompany the cattle at each delivery point

All-Natural Cattle
• These cattle have never received hormones
or antibiotics
• Should have a signed natural affidavit from
the program (Laura’s and/or Tyson) at the
time of sale
• All-natural programs we supply cattle
to include:
• Laura’s Lean Beef – ¾ blood and higher
Limousin or Continental cattle
• Tyson’s All Natural Open Range Beef –
Cattle must be at least 1/2 Angus and
1/3 to 1/2 Limousin
Give us a call. We’d like to visit with you about positioning your ranch and getting your calves into one
or more of these value-added programs.

Which Bull Should I Buy?
Indexes in our sale catalog can simplify your bull selection and help you
choose the bull that’s best for your operation.
Bull indexes will again be in our 2011 sale
catalog. We publish indexes to assist our bull
customers in selecting the bulls that best meet
the needs for their operations. The indexes can
simplify bull selection and avoid single trait
selection. Single-trait selection is not wise;
rather, cattle with a balance of traits that match
production needs provide the greatest profit potential. The indexes combine traits of
economic importance for different types of
bull customers. Indexes in our 2011 sale catalog are most helpful for the following types of
bull customers:
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1) Producing calves for the mainstream market
using terminal sires.
2) Producing calves for the mainstream market
while keeping replacement heifers.
3) Breeding first-calf heifers.
4) Producing calves for Laura’s Lean Beef using terminal sires.
5) Producing calves for Laura’s Lean Beef while
keeping replacement heifers.
6) Producing calves for higher marbling programs
using terminal sires.
7) Producing calves for higher marbling programs
while keeping replacement heifers.

PAYDAY
PERFORMANCE
Shouldn’t
Be A Surprise
Wulf ’s

OPPORTUNITY
SALE of 2011
23rd Annual Production Sale

March 25, 2011
12 Noon ■ At the farm ■ Morris, MN

300+ Bulls & 60 Females

Free Trucking

Sale Headquarters:

Leave your trailers at home if you like! Wulfs
offer free trucking to central points anywhere in
the Continental 48 United States and to the Canadian and Mexican borders.
Any delivery inquiries should be directed to
Wulf Limousin, phone (320) 392-5802. Ask for
Dennis or Jerry Wulf. Or, contact Lathrop Trucking, phone (847) 426-5009.

Best Western Prairie Inn • Morris, MN
(320) 589-3030 or (800) 535-3035

Wulf
Farm Creed
We strive to treat each
other and our guests in
the same manner that we
wish to be treated—with a
friendly, courteous and
positive attitude.
Our goals are:
To leave the land better than
we found it while maximizing
production; To breed high
quality cattle for seedstock
and commercial producers;
To produce grain and
livestock in a healthy and
safe environment for the
consumer and our country.
“We will remember
at all times that without
consideration and respect
for each other and faith in
God, we cannot accomplish
these things.”

Farm (320) 392-5802
Fax (320) 392-5504
(ask for the Wulf Limousin block of rooms—
Jerry Wulf (320) 491-1390
please make reservations early)
Jim Wulf (320) 491-6312
Other Accommodations (ask for Wulf block):
email:
wulf@wulflimousin.com
Super 8 (320) 589-8888
www.wulflimousin.com
Morris Motel (320) 589-1212
10 mi. south of Morris on Hwy. 59
Prairie Waters Inn (320) 289-2500
Country Inn & Suites at Benson (320) 843-4395 Joel Edge, Customer Relations (319) 540-1731
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